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This response is in relation to mechanical engineering. The university has four 

undergraduate 4-year engineering degrees which are new curriculum provision 

recruiting for the first time in 2018-19. Included within these are Mechanical 

Engineering BEng (Hons) and Electrical and Mechanical Engineering BEng (Hons). 

Previously our engineering degrees have been offered as top-up from the HNC/D 

Engineering Systems. We still recruit year three students directly from this route. 

However, year one entry is still developing in terms of growing interest and 

conversion of offers so we can only contribute a small amount on data for this 

request. We continue to recruit well to the HNC Engineering Systems and offer this 

as an alternative entry to any degree applicants who do not meet the entry 

requirement.  

 

In response to the specific questions: 

• For those applying with SQA qualifications, what was the ‘standard offer’ (as 
opposed to minimum requirements) for 2018-19 entry? Please include 
information on all element of the offer, including whether specific qualifications 
are required to have been achieved in a single sitting or in a single academic 
year.  

 

Of those applicants applying with SQA qualifications, most already had some 

Highers and therefore the standard offer was for the required additional Higher or 

Highers to achieve our entry requirements (BCC). This was mainly a grade B or C 

requirement for Maths and/or Physics. These will be either a second sitting to 

improve to the required grade or a first sitting, where other Highers had been 

achieved the previous year.  

• How many of the 2018-19 entrants were accepted onto the programme having 
achieved SQA qualifications?  

 

Unconditional or conditional offers were made to 17 applicants with SQA 

qualifications however, in this first year, only two actually enrolled in year one. 

• How many 2018-19 entrants were there in total?  
 

Three students were recruited to year one of the mechanical engineering options. As 

mentioned this is the first year of the programme which is still developing in terms of 

awareness and accreditations. 

 

 

 

 

 


